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passing paraffin, due to its negligible volume, ease of
application and absence of contaminated areas on
which a portion of the solution may remain. It is
applied by filling the vessel with a one-quarter saturated
solution of ferric stearate in benzene, draining, and
allowing the solvent to evaporate. This leaves a very
thin coating of ferric stearate. The hydrophobic surface so formed is not attacked by thirty minutes' exposure to 0.1: N HCl, 0.1 N NaOH, saturated NaCl,
petroleum ether, chloroform or ether. Further it does
not adsorb methylene blue as does glass, nor interfere
either in respiration or dye reduction in any of the
systems so far studied. Ferric stearate may also advantageously replace paraffin in coating micro-capillary
pipettes, as employed by Wigglesworth1 in the microestimation of chloride. The sample of ferric stearate
employed was prepared by mixing ferric chloride with
a warm, concentrated aqueous solution of sodium
stearate, followed by filtration and washing (c.f. Langmuir and Schaefer2).
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In some recent investigations with both low and
high voltage x-radiation, embryos from radiated
gametes have shown consistent and quite uniform results. With carefully controlled x-radiation of either
sperm or eggs, many of the earlier predictions of Hertwig and of Bardeen have been confirmed. There are,
however, maniy new and biologically significant aspects
of this radiation problem, which have been revealed
by our modern precision equipment and this newly
available biological material. It has been impossible,
for instance, to render immotile frog spermatozoa with
high voltage radiation even up to 120,000 r., although
some abnormal embryos appear when the spermatozoa
receive as little as 25 r. Early cleavage of eggs fertilized by radiated sperm is perfectly normal in both
rate and pattern. There is, however, some evidence
that near 10,000 r. the sperm nucleus is sufficiently
damaged as to prevent neurulation, but eggs inseminated with spermatozoa which have been exposed to
upwards of 30,000 r. will result in quite normalappearing tadpoles, which may, however, be haploids.
Both frog's sperm and eggs are being used to test, from
a biological point of view, the qualitative difference
between the soft and the hard x-rays.
The details of these radiation experiments will be
reported elsewhere, but it is the purpose of this note
to call attention to this extremely abundant and dependable biological test material which can be used
along the lines of genetics, cytology, cell physiology
and embryology.
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AMPHIBIAN GAMETES AS BIOLOGICAL
TEST MATERIAL
BIOLOGICAL material suitable for testing physical or
chemical variables has not been abundant, dependable
nor constantly available. Through the discovery that
hibernating frogs can be stimulated by the anterior
pituitary hormone to release their gametes, there is
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
now available material which may be the answer to the
experimental biologist's needs. Between September
and March female frogs can be induced to provide
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